
Write Read Record Listen 
 

  1. Write all the 
 vocabulary words or  
other content down on  
paper with their definition  
and maybe an example. If you have a visual 
image with a word, write that next to it as 
well. This may help you remember the word 
better. 

 

2. Read the list of vocabulary or list of 
facts aloud once then be ready to record. 
While you read, pay close attention to the 
words you don’t know and if while reading 
you make a visual connection with the 
word or the way to pronounce it, write the 
connection or how to say it next to it. 

3. Most phones have a voice memo 
recording app pre installed. On 
the iPhone it is called Voice 
Memos and on Android phones it is 
called Voice Recorder. Press to 
record on your phone and read the 
vocabulary list or the content you 
want to memorize. Recite the 
words and definitions and 
examples or images you may have 
written next to them. Remember 
to save your recording. 

 

4.You now have the recording                         
with you. Listen to it like it’s                            

a song. Listen to it in the car, before bed, in 
the morning or even during a workout, 

whenever you want. The repetition of listening 
to your recording will help with memorization. 

This technique is called Write Read 
Record Listen or W2RL. It is very 
useful with memorizing any kind of 
vocabulary. It can also be used for 
memorization of facts and studying 
the spelling of words. 

 

-Once you have listened to it multiple times and are starting 
to memorize the content. Record yourself again and this 
time start from the bottom and read to the top. This way 
you will hear the last ones more and remember them 
equally. 

- On average it takes a 
person to hear 
something 7 to 10 
times to memorize 
what they are listening 
to. 
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